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Cultures of Ageing and Ageism in India 2024-01-30

this book examines the discourses on ageing and ageism in indian culture politics art and society it explores its
representations and the anxieties fears and vulnerabilities associated with ageing the volume looks at ageing within the
contexts of the larger discourses of gender sexuality nation health and the performance and politics of ageing the
chapters grapple with diverse issues around ageing and elder care in contemporary india shifts in socio economic conditions
and the breakdown of the heteropatriarchal family the book includes personal accounts and narratives that detail the
daily experiences of ageing and living with disease anxiety loneliness and loss for both elders and their friends and families
the book also explores the models of alternative networks of kinship and care that queer elders in india create in india as
well as examining narratives in society art sports and popular culture that both critique and challenge stereotypical
ideas about the desires aspirations and mental and physical capabilities of elders topical and comprehensive this book will
be useful for scholars and researchers of gerontology literature cultural studies popular culture sociology social
psychology queer studies gender studies social anthropology and south asian studies

Encyclopaedia of Indian Literature 1987

a major activity of the sahitya akademi is the preparation of an encyclopaedia of indian literature the venture covering
twenty two languages of india is the first of its kind written in english the encyclopaedia gives a comprehensive idea of the
growth and development of indian literature the entries on authors books and general topics have been tabulated by the
concerned advisory boards and finalised by a steering committee hundreds of writers all over the country contributed
articles on various topics the encyclopaedia planned as a six volume project has been brought out the sahitya akademi
embarked upon this project in right earnest in 1984 the efforts of the highly skilled and professional editorial staff
started showing results and the first volume was brought out in 1987 the second volume was brought out in 1988 the
third in 1989 the fourth in 1991 the fifth in 1992 and the sixth volume in 1994 all the six volumes together include
approximately 7500 entries on various topics literary trends and movements eminent authors and significant works the
first three volume were edited by prof amaresh datta fourth and fifth volume by mohan lal and sixth volume by shri k c
dutt

Hero and Hero-Worship: Fandom in Modern India 2021-01-05

in the aftermath of liberalization of indian economy in 1991 the study of star fan studies has experienced exponential
expansion hero and hero worship fandom in modern india explores the areas of political religious film and cricket star
fandoms analyzing the rise of star formations and their consequent fandoms star fan bonds as well as the physical and
virtual space that both stars and fans inhabit as perhaps one of the first book length studies on indian fandom this volume
not only draws on the works of jenkins and other fandom scholars but also explores the economic and cultural
specificities of indian fandom this book will be of particular interest to scholars working in the field as well as general
readers interested in understanding star fan interactions and intersections

Mapping South Asia through Contemporary Theatre 2014-09-11

while remapping the region by examining enduring historical and cultural connections this study discusses multiple
traditions and practices of theatre and performance in five south asian countries within their specific political and socio
cultural contexts

Index India 1984

jewels of india leading indo canadian personalities an exclusive book encapsulates the joyous courageous memorable and
successful 75 indo canadian stories who are super achievers in their respective fields this compendium portrays the
historical conditions structural constraints and the struggles that shaped their lives and their families lives in canada it
is a documentation of how these indian jewels in canada socialised protected and supported themselves and the society as
they adapted to external constraints

Jewels of India 2022-04-23

theatres of independence is the first comprehensive study of drama theatre and urban performance in post independence india
combining theatre history with theoretical analysis and literary interpretation aparna dharwadker examines the
unprecedented conditions for writing and performance that the experience of new nationhood created in a dozen major indian
languages and offers detailed discussions of the major plays playwrights directors dramatic genres and theories of drama
that have made the contemporary indian stage a vital part of postcolonial and world theatre the first part of
dharwadker s study deals with the new dramatic canon that emerged after 1950 and the variety of ways in which plays
are written produced translated circulated and received in a multi lingual national culture the second part traces the
formation of significant postcolonial dramatic genres from their origins in myth history folk narrative sociopolitical
experience and the intertextual connections between indian european british and american drama the book s ten appendixes
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collect extensive documentation of the work of leading playwrights and directors as well as a record of the
contemporary multilingual performance histories of major indian western and non western plays from all periods and genres
treating drama and theatre as strategically interrelated activities the study makes post independence indian theatre
visible as a multifaceted critical subject to scholars of modern drama comparative theatre theatre history and the new
national and postcolonial literatures

Theatres of Independence 2009-11

akashvani english is a programme journal of all india radio it was formerly known as the indian listener it used to serve the
listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and give listener the useful information in an interesting manner about programmes
who writes them take part in them and produce them along with photographs of performing artists it also contains the
information of major changes in the policy and service of the organisation the indian listener fortnightly programme journal
of air in english published by the indian state broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the
successor to the indian radio times in english which was published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937
onwards it used to published by all india radio new delhi from 1950 it was turned into a weekly journal later the indian
listener became akashvani english w e f january 5 1958 it was made fortnightly journal again w e f july 1 1983 name of
the journal akashvani language of the journal english date month year of publication 14 july 1974 periodicity of the
journal weekly number of pages 48 volume number vol xxxix no 28 broadcast programme schedule published page nos 12
46 article 1 india s assurance and pakistan s reflexes 2 humour in files 3 fashion 4 hoarders a new social mix 5 educated
unemployment author 1 r d kwatra 2 n p bhatt 3 e n shullai 4 girish mathur 5 dr p g deo keywords 1 no war pact refused a
lame excuse imaginary fears 2 human handiwork the bureaucracy and the file cry wolf from housetop 3 the impact of
modern in recent years successive 4 a new class stocks found new trade pattern rural disparities 5 right to work positive
role imbalance prasar bharati archives has the copyright in all matters published in this akashvani and other air journals
for reproduction previous permission is essential

The Illustrated Weekly of India 1986

home to lively markets and mouthwatering food from all over the country delhi india s buzzing capital city also offers
stunning architecture and islands of calm amid the bustle think verdant parks and gardens ancient monuments and grand
imperial avenues make the most of your trip to this vibrant metropolis with dk eyewitness top 10 dehli planning is a breeze
with our simple lists of ten covering the very best that delhi has to offer and ensuring that you don t miss a thing best of
all the pocket friendly format is light and easily portable the perfect companion while out and about inside dk eyewitness
top 10 dehli you will find up to date information with insider tips and advice for staying safe top 10 lists of must sees
including humayun s tomb chandni chowk lodhi garden and the qutub minar complex delhi s most interesting areas with the
best places for sightseeing food and drink and shopping themed lists including the best places for sightseeing food drink and
shopping easy to follow itineraries perfect for a day trip a weekend or a week a laminated pull out map of dehli plus four
full colour area maps looking for more on delhi s culture history and attractions try our dk eyewitness delhi jaipur agra
or eyewitness india

AKASHVANI 1974-07-14

the december 2018 issue of fibre2fashion looks at trends driving the textile processing sector of the industry
particularly two of its stages dyeing and printing it is because these two phases are seeing the most r d work not to speak
of having a bearing on the preceding phases of textile processing the issue then jumps to another sector of the textiles and
apparel industry that embodies sustainability as it ought to have been handloom handmade this is presented in the form of a
collection of case studies field reports and interviews of course regular features are also covered fibre2fashion magazine
the print venture of fibre2fashion com since 2011 is circulated among a carefully chosen target audience globally and
reaches the desks of top management and decision makers in the textiles apparel and fashion industry as one of india s
leading industry magazines for the entire textile value chain fibre2fashion magazine takes the reader beyond the mundane
headlines and analyses issues in depth

DK Eyewitness Top 10 Delhi 2023-12-07

forty two contributed articles

Fibre2Fashion - Textile Magazine - December 2018 2018-12-01
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Times of India Illustrated Weekly 1986
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Bengali Theatre 1999

hagiography of swami mukt�nanda giri hindu female mystic from bengal

Thought 1973
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Outlook 2003
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Bibliographic Guide to Theatre Arts 1980
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